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I. Overview

I.I. Preface

Beaconsfield’s territory is full of architecturally significant homes, reflecting a historical period replete with construction know-
how. This record of the past must be preserved and enhanced, as much for the benefit of the citizens as for the municipality itself.
One of Beaconsfield’s indelible legacies is its wide range of architectural styles. Some homes reflect its rural past, some 
reflect groups of rich Anglophone families from Montreal setting up vacation homes, and others reflect the industrialization 
and expansion of Montreal’s suburbs. Of course, these dwellings have been modified by different owners over time who, 
for the most part, have been conscious about the quality of their property. However, some less successful modifications 
have proven it necessary to establish an architectural framework for preserving the integrity of these exceptional homes. 

I.II. Identifying distinct architectural styles

First, eight architectural styles were determined. Our team then tried to understand and discuss the inherent characteristics 
of these styles. These characteristics have been divided into sections and explored through different topics: expansion, 
roofing, and architectural elements (openings, exterior cladding, garage doors, verandas/porches/solariums). Here are 
the eight selected styles:

1. Quebec-Style House;

2. Mansard House;

3. Neo-Tudor-Style House;

4. Neo-Georgian-Style House;

5. American Vernacular-Style Cottage;

6. Post-War Cubic House;

7. North American Prairie-Style Bungalow;

8. 60s-70s Split-level House.

I.III. Purpose of guidelines

The purpose of the Architectural Design Guidelines is to direct and facilitate interventions to architecturally significant 
buildings and assist owners in planning and executing renovations. This framework will assist permit applicants in carrying 
out harmonious and realistic renovation projects on their homes, while increasing the value of their property.  
These guidelines identify and suggest ideal construction practices with respect to layout and inherent characteristics when 
renovating, maintaining, and expanding a dwelling. Another section discusses building new structures adjacent to other 
residences.
The Architectural Design Guidelines outlines the city’s architectural vision to ensure that citizens, architects, and contractors 
fully understand the SPAIPS’s criteria and objectives. This document will assist citizens in their SPAIP applications, which, 
if the guidelines are followed, are more likely to be approved by the Planning Advisory Committee. 
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Architectural 
style

Quebec-Style House Mansard House Neo-Tudor-Style House Neo-Georgian-Style 
House

Origin of 
architectural 

style

Between 1810 and 19th 
century.

Second Empire 1855 to 
1900

Neo-Tudor circa 1860 Georgian Style: from 
England between 
1714 and 1830.

Roofing

• Two-sloped;
• Straight or with curved
• overhang
• Symmetrical hipped 

dormers
• Sometimes covers a 

veranda;
• Batten seam metal or 

wood shingles

• Two-sloped or four-
sloped roof;

• Roof with two 
consecutive slopes 
(break and deck)

• Spacious attics
• Windows with 

dormer;
• Metal or wood or 

asphalt shingles.

• Combination of 
different shapes:

- pyramid roof;
- two-sloped roof
- half-hip roof;
- conical roof.

• Two or four straight 
slopes;

• Sometimes formed 
by two side-by-
side pyramid roofs 
(four-sloped);

• Low pitch;
• Sometimes has 

dormers;
• Batten seam or 

asphalt shingles

 

Massing

 

• Rectangular massing 
with one storey plus 
habitable attic space;

• 1-and-a-half-storey 
building.

• Square or  
rectangular massing 
with one storey plus 
habitable attic space

• Square, rectangular, 
or asymmetrical 
massing with two 
storeys including  
habitable attic space;

• Gable wall.

• Rectangular 
massing with two 
storeys plus attic 
space.

Exterior 
cladding

• Natural stone 
(irregular rubble 
masonry);

• Clay bricks;
• Stucco;
• Wooden
• clapboard.

• Natural stone;
• Clay bricks;
• Stucco;
• Wooden clapboard.

• Mock half-timbering 
(stucco and wood)

• Natural stone;
• Clay bricks;

• Natural stone;
• Clay bricks;
• Stucco;
• Wooden clapboard

II. Comparison Chart of Eight Architectural Styles  
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American Vernacular
Cottage

Post-War Cubic House North American Prairie-Style
Bungalow

60s-70s Split-level House

Between 1850 and 1950. Between 1875 and 
mid-20th century.

Between approximately 
1910 and 1950.

Early 1960s.

• Two straight slope roof;
• Sometimes two straight 

slope roof combined with 
pyramid roof;

• Gabled dormer; 
• Sometimes conicalroof;
• Asphalt/wood shingle or 

metal roofing.

• Pyramid (four-sloped) or 
flat roof;

• Low pitch;
• Attic space (when there 
• is pyramid roof);
• Sometimes includes 

dormer;
• Asphalt/wood shingle or 

metal roofing.

• Usually two or four-slope 
straight roof;

• Sometimes formed by 
side-by-side pyramid 
roofs (four-sloped);

• Low or medium pitch 
(depending on design);

• Overhanging cornice;
• Asphalt shingle or 

sometimes metal roofing.

• Two straight slopes;
• Low pitch;
• No dormer.

• Rectangular, square, or 
L-shaped massing.

• Square or full two-storey 
massing plus habitable 
attic space (when 
pyramid roof is included).

• Square or rectangular 
massing with one or two 
storeys plus attic space. 

• Rectangular massing 
with two storeys and one-
storey garage 

• Wooden clapboard 
(horizontal or vertical);

• Wood shingles;
• Sometimes clay bricks.

• Natural stone;
• Clay bricks;
• Stucco;
• Moulded blocks in the  

style of cut stone;
• Wooden clapboard.

• Natural stone;
• Clay bricks;
• Stucco;
• Aluminum or wooden
• clapboard.

• Natural stone;
• Clay bricks;
• Aluminum or wooden
• clapboard (wide).



III. New Construction / Insertion 
Adjacent to Property of Architectural 
Interest
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General principles for harmonious building
1. Ensure sufficient setback to enhance the building of architectural interest;

2. Refer to layout of building of architectural interest and use similar features: 
roof pitch, appropriate size, proportional openings, harmonious materials, 
harmonious colours, architectural elements;

3. Preserve existing mature, healthy trees, especially in front yard;

4. Control/preserve property’s topography;

5. Avoid complete replication, opt for features that harmonize with building of 
interest; 

6. Avoid too much contrast between buildings;

7. Integrate buildings of similar size and style in a sequence (harmony).

III. New Construction / Insertion Adjacent to Property of 
Architectural Interest
New structures close to properties of architectural interest must be built and inserted in a harmonious manner, while 
enhancing distinctive buildings on a street or in a neighbourhood. Harmonious insertion is important to preserve the unique 
quality of the host environment. 
The following chapter provides criteria to guide owners, builders, and designers with respect to municipal objectives for 
building insertion. The goal is to facilitate the approval of their building permit application. 

Tip
Research:
Preliminary research when 
designing the building can be 
very helpful. This can help target 
architectural elements, volumes, 
and materials in the adjacent 
building of interest that can be 
repeated in the residence.

1. Example of careful insertion adjacent to house of 
architectural interest

60s-70s Split-level 
House

INSERTION House of 
architectural 
interest

7. Example of harmonious and inharmonious building 
sequences 

Example of harmonious building sequence

Example of inharmonious building sequence
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III. New Construction / Insertion Adjacent to Property of Architectural Interest (cont’d)

Example of harmonious insertions

Insertion between Neo-Tudor-Style House and Prairie-Style Bungalow

Gradually increasing 
volumes (transition)

Clearance Matching roof 
slopes

Neo-Tudor-Style House INSERTION Prairie-Style Bungalow

Insertion between Georgian-Style House and Post-War Cubic House

Clearance

Clearance

Matching roof 
slopes

Georgian-Style House INSERTION Post-War Cubic House

Insertion between 70s Split-level House and Quebec-Style House

Enhancement of 
building of architectural 
interest 

Matching roof 
slopes

Clearance

Clearance

60-70s Split-level 
House

INSERTION Quebec-Style House
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Example of bad insertion

Insertion between two two-storey buildings

Insertion between two one-storey buildings

Break in volume

Break in volumes



1. Quebec-Style House
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Architectural style overview:
The Quebec-Style House, also known as the Canadian-Style House, originates from France. The style is an example of 
the first rural structures built in the 17th and 18th centuries. To adapt to the northern climate, both its foundations and its 
overhanging roof are designed to protect against winter conditions. 
The Quebec-Style House located in Beaconsfield certainly shares similarities with the original style, but several changes 
have been made over time. The following is a list of features specific to the city’s architectural style: 
• Rectangular massing with one storey plus habitable attic space;
• Straight two-sloped roof or curved eaves with symmetrical hipped 

dormers;
• Overhanging roof sometimes covering a veranda;
• Asphalt shingle or metal roofing;
• Symmetrically placed multi-pane casement windows;
• Architraves sometimes surrounding doors and windows;
• Exterior cladding made up of natural stone (irregular rubble 

masonry), clay bricks (small), stucco, or wooden clapboard.

1. Quebec-Style House

19 Lakeshore Dr.
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Preserve volume of main massing 
1. Enhance the main massing of the building when adding an extension; 

2. Extensions should only be added to lateral or rear facades; avoid any expansion on front facade 
(except verandas);

3. Ensure lateral extension is built with a setback from front facade;

4. Lateral and rear extensions should follow the architectural features of the main massing: roof 
shape and pitch, exterior cladding materials, openings, ornamentation, etc.

5. Rear extension roofs can be slightly sloped, but must create visual harmony;

6. Ensure rear extension is the least visible possible from the street;

7. Verandas built on front facade must follow the architectural style and blend harmoniously with 
the shape of the roof.

1.1 Expansion

Quebec-Style House

3. Examples of lateral extensions built with a setback from front facade
Lateral extension Garage extension on lateral facade 

A home may evolve and adapt to the needs of the people living in it. Expansion is often the solution when it comes to the 
adaptability of an interior space. However, when adding an extension, one must consider the aesthetic impacts on the 
outside of the building. 
The following section suggests guidelines for preserving and enhancing the building’s original architectural style. The goal 
is to ensure the preservation of the residential neighbourhood’s identity and distinguishing features.
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5. Examples of harmonious rear extensions 

Quebec-Style House

7. Examples of verandas built on front facade

Anchored to roof Not anchored to roof Rear extension with slightly sloped 
roof 

Veranda built on front facade Veranda on curved eaves

4. Preservation of roof shape and pitch 
when adding extension

Extension pitch
30 to 45 degrees

Original pitch
40 to 45 degrees
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Preserve original roof shape

1. Preserve original roof shape and pitch, typically between 40 and 45 degrees;

2. Prioritize modifications/extensions on rear slope;

3. Favour a type of dormer that matches the original architectural style and 
symmetry or is similar to dormers already installed;

4. Favour four-pane casement windows for dormers;

5. Preserve straight two-sloped roof or roof with curved eaves;

6. Favour the original type of metal or wood shingle roofing, while using up-to-
date materials (factory-style batten seam, traditional asphalt shingles). 

1.2 Roofing

Quebec-Style House

Tip
Importance of roof shape:
The two-sloped roof with curved 
eaves is essential to preserving 
the architectural style. This style 
must be preserved.

3. Dormer added to front slope2. Dormer added to rear slope for additional 
attic space

6. Ideal roofing materials

Metal roofing

Cedar shingle roofing

Asphalt shingle roofing

4. Typical dormer 
casement window

The Quebec-Style House’s roof is one of its most identifiable architectural features, and it is therefore essential that these 
inherent characteristics are preserved. The following section outlines the criteria that should be considered when building 
to help preserve this unique roof style. 
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Openings

1. Preserve symmetry, alignment of top frames, and architectural style of openings;

2. Preserve/add moulded wooden architraves when replacing windows;

3. Favour casement windows with four, six, eight, or twelve panes, depending 
on the dimensions;

4. Preserve rectangular shape (with 2:3 ratio);

5. Opt for muntin bars placed outside window glazing;

6. Opt for wood, though aluminum may be used.

1.3 Architectural Elements

Windows:
Tip
Shutters:
It is important to preserve existing 
shutters. Opt for wood when 
replacing them.

Quebec-Style House

Architectural elements can have many different forms and functions within a building. They can be decorative, just as they 
can play a structural role.
The Quebec-Style House is made up of several of the following elements: dormers, casement windows, moulded wood 
doors, clapboard siding, etc. It is essential that these elements are preserved or reintegrated into the building during 
renovation or construction, as they will preserve the features of the house, while maintaining the unique architectural value. 

3. Common casement window 
designs

Original 12-pane 
window

8-pane window 6-pane window

1. Example of symmetrical window openings on front 
facade
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Quebec-Style House

Exterior cladding: follow original materials
1. Preserve the building’s original materials: wood, natural stone, or clay bricks (small) when replacing exterior cladding;

2. Aim for a board width of five inches when replacing clapboards, following the original style; 

3. Avoid vinyl, compressed wood fibre, concrete stone, and other similar cladding materials, as they are harder to 
maintain and may not last as long.  

Tip
Restoration and maintenance:
Maintaining siding, restoring, and replacing damaged boards will 
significantly increase the lifespan of your exterior cladding. It is best 
to carefully inspect exterior cladding before completely replacing it. 

Tip
Wood cladding:
Wood adds an authentic touch to your home. Not only is it one of the 
most eco-friendly and sustainable cladding materials, but it is almost 
always locally produced.

Doors:
1. Opt for wider entablature over front door than over other openings;

2. Favour wooden doors with glazing in upper part (30% to 70%) and moulded panels in lower part;

3. Opt for wood, though aluminum may be used.

Main wooden door designs

Common cladding materials

Natural stone Wooden clapboard Clay bricks (small) Stucco

Revêtements à planche à clin

1.3 Architectural Elements (cont’d)

5’’ corner board 5’’ horizontal 
clapboard

5’’ frame around 
window
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Balconies/verandas

1. Opt for wood as the material;

2. Avoid PVC, aluminum, or any other synthetic materials;

3. Favour square or turned posts;

4. When there is a balustrade, favour square or turned balusters 
attached to the railing;

5. Use wooden ornamentation that follows the architectural 
style.

Quebec-Style House

Tip
Repair/maintenance:
It is important to maintain, preserve, and 
repair the original features of the veranda/
balcony.
When it is time to replace a part, it is best to 
replicate it exactly. If not, the part should at 
least fit with the architectural style. 
One of the purposes of maintaining these 
particular features is to keep a record of 
local craftsmanship.



2. Mansard House
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Architectural style overview:
The Mansard House, also known as the Second Empire-Style house, first appeared in France in the second half of the 19th 
century. The style was developed under Napoleon III and became especially popular while the Nouveau Louvre was being 
built (from 1852 to 1857). This monument became a reference for bourgeois architecture.
The Mansard House is characterized by a distinct four-sloped roof, called “mansard roof” in honour of French architect 
François Mansart, who carried out several buildings in this style. The roof has two slopes on either side, referred to as the 
deck (shallow slope) and the break (steep slope). Its shape allows for a second floor to be built. After inspiring several 
North American architects, the style began to appear in public buildings. It was then replicated in upper-class homes, as 
well as in more modest homes. 
The Beaconsfield Mansard House certainly shares similarities with the original, however there are some differences. The 
following is a list of features specific to the city’s architectural style:

• Square or rectangular massing with two storeys, including habitable attic 
space;

• Two-sloped or four-sloped roof divided into two consecutive slopes (break and 
deck);

• Roof shape and attic space allow for second floor to be built;
• Roof often has symmetrically placed dormers;
• Metal, wood or asphalt shingle roofing; 
• Multi-pane casement or hung windows;
• Symmetrically placed openings decorated with architraves;
• May have veranda or porch designed separately from roofing;
• Exterior cladding made up of natural stone, clay bricks (small), stucco, or 

wooden clapboard.

2. Mansard House

431 Lakeshore Dr.
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How to ensure expansion respects original architectural style

2.1 Expansion

3. 3. Examples of lateral and rear extensions
Lateral extension Garage added with setback from main 

building 

A home may evolve and adapt to the needs of the people living in it. Expansion is often the solution when it comes to the 
adaptability of an interior space. However, when adding an extension, one must consider the aesthetic impacts on the 
outside of the building. 
The following section suggests guidelines for preserving and enhancing the building’s original architectural style. The goal 
is to ensure the preservation of the residential neighbourhood’s identity and distinguishing features.

1. Enhance the main massing of the building when adding an extension; 

2. Extensions should only be added to lateral or rear facades; avoid any expansion on front facade 
(except verandas/porches);

3. Ensure lateral extension (including a garage) is built with a setback from front facade;

4. Plan for the extension to be smaller than the main massing;

5. Lateral and rear extensions should follow the architectural features of the main massing: roof 
shape and pitch, exterior cladding materials, openings, ornamentation, etc.;

6. Ensure rear extension is the least visible possible from the street;

7. Verandas/solariums must have their own roofs and blend harmoniously with the building’s 
architectural style (see examples on next page).

Mansard House
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Veranda added to front facadeSolarium added to rear

Rear extension not anchored to roofRear extension anchored to roof

7. Examples of added verandas and solariums

Mansard House
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Preserve original roof shape

1. Preserve original shape and pitch, with shallow deck and steep slope for 
the break;

2. Prioritize modifications/extensions on rear and lateral slopes;

3. Favour round or gabled dormers that follow the original style;

4. Favour four-pane casement windows for dormers;

5. Preserve the mansard roof shape;

6. Favour standing seam metal roofing or cedar shingles for upper slopes;

7. Favour the original type of metal, Canadian-Style, or cedar shingle roofing 
on the break.

2.2 Roofing

Side-note
Importance of roof shape:
The mansard roof’s two slope 
types are essential in preserving 
the architectural style. This must 
be preserved.   

6. Ideal roofing materials

Metal roofing

Cedar shingle roofing

Asphalt shingle roofing

The mansard roof can be considered a more modest version of the Second French Empire’s iconic roof style. It is made up 
of two shallow upper slopes, called decks, and two steep lower slopes, called breaks. Not only is it an elegant style, but it 
is also functional, providing more attic space than a two-sloped roof.
The following section outlines the criteria that should be considered when building to help preserve the mansard roof’s 
unique quality. 

Mansard roof components

Decks

Breaks

Symmetrical dormer

Mansard House
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Openings

1. Preserve symmetry, alignment of top frames, dimensions, and architectural 
style of openings;

2. Preserve/add architraves with moulding or vertical clay brick crowning (if 
exterior cladding is brick) when replacing windows;

3. Favour casement or hung windows with panes;

4. Preserve rectangular shape (with 2:3 ratio);

5. Opt for muntin bars placed outside window glazing;

6. Opt for wood, though aluminum may be used.

2.3 Architectural Elements

Windows:
Tip
Shutters
It is important to preserve 
existing shutters. Opt for wood 
when replacing them.

When it comes to ornamentation, the Beaconsfield Mansard House integrates more modest architectural elements than its 
inspiration, the Second Empire, which is a mix of French Renaissance and classical architecture styles. However, some 
architectural elements can be found around the doors and windows (architraves), as well as on verandas and porches 
(angle braces).
It is very important to preserve these architectural elements, as they define the style. Here is a list of criteria to follow in 
order to preserve property value. 

3. Common casement window 
designs

Original 12-pane 
window

8-pane window 6-pane window

1. Example of symmetrical opening on front facade

Mansard House
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Exterior cladding: follow original materials
1. Preserve the building’s original materials: wood, natural stone, or clay bricks (small) when replacing exterior cladding;

2. Aim for a board width of five inches when replacing clapboards, following the original style;

3. Integrate corner boards into side walls when there is clapboard cladding;

4. Avoid vinyl, compressed wood fibre, and other similar cladding materials, as they are harder to maintain and may 
not last as long.

Restoration and maintenance:
Maintaining siding, restoring, and replacing damaged boards will 
significantly increase the lifespan of your exterior cladding. It is best 
to carefully inspect exterior cladding before completely replacing it

Wood cladding:
Wood adds an authentic touch to your home. Not only is it one of the 
most eco-friendly and sustainable cladding materials, but it is almost 
always locally produced.

Doors:
1. Opt for ornamental cornice above main entrance;

2. Include architraves on secondary entrances;

3. Favour wooden doors with glazing and no panes in upper part (30% to 70%) and coffered in lower part;

4. Opt for wood, though aluminum may be used.

Main wooden door designs

Common cladding materials

Natural stone Wooden clapboard Clay brick (small) Stucco

Clapboard siding

5’’ corner board 5” horizontal
clapboard

5’’ frame
around window

2.3 Architectural Elements (cont’d)

Mansard House
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Balconies/porches

1. Opt for wood as the material;

2. Avoid PVC, aluminum, or any other synthetic materials;

3. Favour square, chamfered, or turned posts;

4. When there is a balustrade, favour square or turned balusters 
attached to the railing;

5. Use wooden ornamentation that follows the architectural style 
(such as angle brace);

6. Preserve entrance when renovating front facade (materials, 
original style, roofing, etc.); 

7. Favour materials and style that resemble main massing when 
adding a porch.

Tip
Repair/maintenance:
It is important to maintain, preserve, and 
repair the original features of the veranda/
balcony/porch.
When it is time to replace a part, it is best to 
replicate it exactly. If not, the part should at 
least fit with the architectural style.
One of the purposes of maintaining these 
particular features is to keep a record of 
local craftsmanship.

7. Example of portico added to 
facade

Mansard House



3. Neo-Tudor-Style House
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This style, reminiscent of English vernacular architecture, became popular in Quebec in the early 20th century. Drawing 
inspiration from Tudor mansions and English rural cottages, the design was promoted by the Anglophone community and 
Anglophone architects.
The architectural style is characterized by its mock half-timbering (mix of stucco/coating and wood) and its large gabled 
dormer. Natural stone and clay brick may also be used as cladding, but they appear most often on the ground floor. The 
Beaconsfield Neo-Tudor-Style House has several distinguishing architectural features: a circular tower, dormer, small 
lean-to roof, projecting second floor, and others. The following is a list of features specific to the city’s architectural style:
• Symmetrical or asymmetrical square or rectangular massing with two storeys, 

including habitable attic space;
• Projecting storey sometimes on ground floor;
• Roof with irregular shape, steep slope, and high chimney;
• Roof most often has a gabled dormer, either centred on the facade or not;
• One or several gable wall(s);
• Slate, wood shingle, or asphalt roofing;
• Rectangular casement or hung windows (double or triple) with panes separated 

by mullions and     muntin bars;
• Openings most often symmetrically placed;
• Occasional use of oriels (bay windows);
• May have veranda or porch designed separately from roofing;
• Exterior cladding made up of decorative half-timbering combined with stucco, 

clay bricks (small), or natural stone;
• Architectural elements such as circular towers and decorated gabled dormer.

3. Neo-Tudor-Style House

64 Gables Court
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How to ensure expansion respects original architectural style

3.1 Expansion

3. Examples of lateral and rear extensions
Extension above garage on lateral facade Garage added to lateral facade

A home may evolve and adapt to the needs of the people living in it. Expansion is often the solution when it comes to the 
adaptability of an interior space. However, when adding an extension, one must consider the aesthetic impacts on the 
outside of the building.
The following section suggests guidelines for preserving and enhancing the building’s original architectural style. The goal 
is to ensure the preservation of the residential neighbourhood’s identity and distinguishing features.

1. Enhance the main massing of the building when adding an extension;

2. Extensions should only be added to lateral or rear facades; avoid any expansion on front facade 
(except verandas/porches/sunrooms);

3. Ensure lateral extension is built with a setback from front facade;

4. Plan for the extension to be smaller than the main massing;

5. Lateral and rear extensions should follow the architectural features of the main massing: 
roof shape and pitch, exterior cladding materials, openings, second-storey projections, 
ornamentation, etc.;

6. Ensure rear extension is the least visible possible from the street;

7. Verandas/sunrooms must have their own roofs and blend harmoniously with the building’s 
architectural style.

Neo-Tudor-Style House
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Two-storey rear extension anchored to roof

Rear extension not anchored to roof

Neo-Tudor-Style House
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Preserve original roof shape

1. Preserve original average roof shape and pitch;

2. Prioritize modifications/extensions on rear and lateral slopes;

3. Preserve gabled dormer; it is a distinguishing architectural feature; 

4. Preserve diversity of gable shapes and sizes;

5. Preserve conical roof when there is one;

6. Favour slate, metal, or wood or asphalt shingle roofing;

7. Preserve chimney.

3.2 Roofing

Side-note
Importance of roof shape:
The Neo-Tudor-Style House has 
unique features of architectural 
interest.  Preserving them 
will maintain the building’s 
architectural style.

Different Neo-Tudor-Style roof shapes

6. Ideal roofing materials

Wood shingle roofing

Asphalt shingle roofing

The Neo-Tudor-Style House’s roofing differs from other architectural styles found in Beaconsfield. This is due in large part 
to its gabled dormer and varying gable sizes. The roof is made up of a combination of different shapes: pyramid roof, two 
straight slope roof, half-hip roof (inspired by the Arts and Crafts movement), and conical roof.
The following section outlines the criteria that should be considered when building to help preserve the unique quality of 
the Neo-Tudor-Style roof.

Gabled dormer (two-
sloped roof)

Conical roof Half-hip roof Pyramid roofTwo straight slope 
roof

Side-note
Gabled dormer:
The gabled dormer is one of the 
key features of the Neo-Tudor 
style. It must be preserved and  
maintained.

Glossaire vocabulaire de l’architecture québécoise

Metal roofing

Neo-Tudor-Style House
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Openings

1. Preserve original composition of building’s openings, whether symmetrical or 
asymmetrical;

2. Preserve oriels (bay windows); they add a unique touch to the property;

3. Favour multi-pane casement or hung windows;

4. Integrate lean-to roof over some openings;

5. Favour double windows (with two openings) or triple windows (with three 
openings)

6. Preserve rectangular shape (with 2:3 ratio);

7. Opt for muntin bars placed outside window glazing;

8. Opt for wood, though aluminum may be used.

3.3 Architectural Elements

Windows:

When it comes to ornamental vocabulary, the Beaconsfield Neo-Tudor-Style House sometimes integrates features 
reminiscent of English medieval architecture. This includes a large gabled dormer with corbels and consoles below the 
projecting sections. Some parts are based on simple classical shapes.
It is very important to preserve these architectural elements, as they define the style of the house. Here is a list of criteria 
to follow in order to preserve the architectural interest of the properties.

Common designs of openings

6-pane windowHung windowOriel or bay window

4. Small lean-to 
roof

5. Number of openings per
window

Double (two openings) Triple (three openings)

Mullion

Glossaire vocabulaire de l’architecture québécoise
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Exterior cladding: preserve original materials
1. Preserve the building’s original materials: mock half-timbering (wood and stucco/coating), natural stone, or clay 

bricks (small);

2. Favour natural stone or clay brick on ground floor when there is no mock half-timbering;

3. Avoid artificial stone, concrete brick, vinyl, compressed wood fibre, and other similar cladding materials. 

Tip
Restoration and maintenance:
Maintaining siding, restoring, and replacing damaged stucco 
or wood will significantly increase the lifespan of your mock half-
timbering exterior cladding. It is best to carefully inspect exterior 
cladding before completely replacing it.

Tip
Mock half-timbering:
Mock half-timbering adds an authentic touch to your home.This 
exceptional material must be preserved and enhanced.

Doors:
1. Favour traditional ornamentation above main entrance;

2. Preserve or restore small lean-to roof over door when there is no gabled dormer;

3. Favour wooden doors with glazing and no panes in upper part (30% to 70%) and coffered in lower part.

Main wooden door designs

Common cladding materials

Natural stone Mock half-timbering Clay brick (small) Stucco/enduit

3.3 Architectural Elements (cont’d)

Mock half-timbering

Post

Stucco or 
coating

Neo-Tudor-Style House
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Balconies/porches/sunrooms

1. Opt for wood as the material;

2. Avoid PVC, aluminum, or any other synthetic materials;

3. Favour turned posts;

4. Use wooden ornamentation that follows the architectural 
style;

5. Favour materials and style that resemble main massing when 
adding extension.

Tip
Repair/maintenance:
It is important to maintain, preserve, and 
repair the original features of the balcony/
porch/sunroom. 
When it is time to replace a part, it is best to 
replicate it exactly. If not, the part should at  
least fit with the architectural style. 
One of the purposes of maintaining these  
particular features is to keep a record of 
local craftsmanship.

Neo-Tudor-Style House
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Architectural style overview:
The Neo-Georgian style comes from Georgian architecture, which first appeared in England between 1714 and 1830, and 
then in the United States toward the end of the 18th century. The style draws on different architectural trends (Palladian, 
Gothic, Neoclassical), but its greatest influence is Renaissance architecture. A 20th-century revival of the style became 
known as Neo-Georgian architecture. 
The Anglophone community tends to appreciate the Neo-Georgian style, as it reflects English vernacular architecture. The 
style is a revival of classical shapes and proportions (classical orders), featuring little ornamentation and characterized 
by its painted wooden portico and red brick cladding. In fact, it is one of the few styles to adopt its own specific colour 
scheme: white cornice and portico, red brick cladding, and black shutters.
Many of Beaconsfield’s Neo-Georgian Houses have been modified over the years. Therefore, some of their architectural 
features are different from the original style: pyramid roof, wooden or aluminum clapboard or stucco cladding, added 
garage, etc. The following is a list of features specific to the city’s architectural style:

• Spacious rectangular massing with two storeys plus attic space;
• One-storey garage sometimes added;
• Two or four-sloped roof (pyramid) with low or medium pitch;
• Dormer sometimes included;
• Asphalt shingle roofing;
• Often a painted wooden portico at main entrance;
• Symmetrically-placed casement or hung windows;
• Exterior cladding made up of clay brick (small), natural stone, sometimes stucco, 

and aluminum or wooden clapboard;
• Usually little ornamentation, with occasional features under the eaves and on 

doorway (inspired by classical style).

4. Neo-Georgian-Style House

22 Gables Court Est
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How to ensure expansion respects original architectural style

4.1 Agrandissement

3. Example of lateral extension
Lateral extension Lateral extension folding around to rear

A home may evolve and adapt to the needs of the people living in it. Expansion is often the solution when it comes to the 
adaptability of an interior space. However, when adding an extension, one must consider the aesthetic impacts on the 
outside of the building.
The following section suggests guidelines for preserving and enhancing the building’s original architectural style. The goal 
is to ensure the preservation of the residential neighbourhood’s identity and distinguishing features.

1. Enhance the main massing of the building when adding an extension;

2. Extensions should only be added to lateral or rear facades; avoid any expansion on front facade 
(except verandas/porches);

3. Ensure lateral extension (including a garage) is built with a setback from front facade;

4. Plan for the extension to be smaller than the main massing;

5. Lateral and rear extensions should follow the architectural features of the main massing: roof 
shape and pitch, exterior cladding materials, openings, ornamentation, etc.

6. Ensure rear extension is the least visible possible from the street;

7. Added doorways/verandas/solariums must blend harmoniously with the building’s architectural 
style (see examples on next page).

Garage added to lateral facade with eaves Garage added to lateral facade with doors

Neo-Georgian-Style House
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Two-storey rear extension anchored to main 
roof

One-storey rear extension with flat roof

Example of rear extension

7. Example off added veranda, solarium, and front doorway
Added veranda and solarium Portico added to front entrance

Neo-Georgian-Style House
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Preserve original roof shape

1. Preserve original shape and pitch (low or medium);

2. Preserve cornices overhanging main massing; ideally preserve or add dentils 
or modillions to cornice;

3. Preserve or integrate gabled or pedimented dormers on medium-pitched 
roofs;

4. Favour multi-pane casement or hung windows on dormers;

5. Favour the original type of batten seam metal roofing; asphalt shingles may 
be used.

4.2 Roofing
The original Neo-Georgian roof has two straight slopes with medium pitch. The Beaconsfield design, however, usually has 
a pyramid roof (four-sloped) with low pitch. Roofs made up of two side-by-side pyramid roofs are sometimes found. Roofing 
sometimes integrates dormers, another typical Neo-Georgian feature, although there are few within the municipality.
The following section outlines the criteria that should be considered when building to help preserve the vernacular quality 
of the roofing.

5. Ideal roofing materials

Metal roofing

Asphalt shingle roofing

1. Common design of two straight slope roof

Medium pitch

Overhanging 
cornice with
dentils

2. Ideal types of cornice

Cornice with dentils

Cornice with modillions
Glossaire vocabulaire de l’architecture québécoise

3. Integrated gabled dormers

Neo-Georgian-Style House
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Openings

1. Preserve symmetry, alignment of top frames, dimensions, and architectural 
style of openings;

2. Preserve/add architraves with moulding or crown the opening with vertical 
bricks (if exterior cladding is brick) when replacing windows;

3. Favour casement or hung windows;

4. Favour double windows (two openings) or triple windows (three openings);

5. Preserve rectangular shape (with 2:3 ratio);

6. Opt for muntin bars placed outside window glazing;

7. Opt for wood, though aluminum may be used.

4.3 Architectural Elements

Windows:
Tip
Shutters:
It is important to preserve 
existing black shutters. Opt for 
wood when replacing them.

The Neo-Georgian House was designed as an easy-to-build, affordable home. Its architectural elements are for the most 
part simple, with the exception of some ornamentation around the entrance and under the cornices.
Although the architectural elements are part of a simple design, they must be preserved and enhanced, as they help define 
the architectural style. Here is a list of criteria to follow in order to preserve the architectural value of the properties.

3. Common window 
designs

6-pane window Hung window topped 
with small vertical 
bricks

4. Number of openings per
window

Double (two openings) Triple (three openings)

Mullion

Glossaire vocabulaire de l’architecture québécoise

1. Example of symmetrical opening on front facade

Neo-Georgian-Style House
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4.3 Architectural Elements (cont’d)

Exterior cladding: follow original materials
1. Preserve the building’s original materials: clay brick (usually red), natural stone (rough stone, and sometimes stucco 

and wooden or aluminum clapboard;

2. Aim for a board width of five inches when replacing clapboards, following the original style;

3. Integrate corner boards into side walls when there is clapboard cladding;

4. Avoid vinyl, compressed wood fibre, and other similar cladding materials, as they are harder to maintain and may 
not last as long.

Restoration and maintenance:
Maintaining siding, restoring, and replacing damaged wooden 
boards, bricks or stones will significantly increase the lifespan of 
your exterior cladding. It is best to carefully inspect exterior cladding 
before completely replacing it.

Wood cladding:
Wood adds an authentic touch to your home. Not only is it one of the 
most eco-friendly and sustainable cladding materials, but it is almost 
always locally produced.

Doors:
1. Favour centred door on main facade;

2. Opt for transom glass above main entrance;

3. Favour sidelights;

4. Opt for wood, though aluminum may be used.

Common cladding materials

Natural stone Wooden clapboardClay brick Stucco

Main wooden door designs

Glass door with 
transom

Glass door with transom and
sidelights

Transom
Transom

Sidelight

Moulded panel
Moulded panel

Clapboard siding

5’’ corner board 5’’ horizontal 
clapboard

5’’ Frame around 
window

Neo-Georgian-Style House
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Balconies/porticos/patios

1. Opt for wood as the material;

2. Preserve white colour for portico;

3. Avoid PVC, aluminum, or any other synthetic materials;

4. Opt for simple wooden ornamentation that fits with the 
architectural style;

5. Preserve front door when renovating front facade;

6. Preserve original materials and style of portico;

7. Favour rear balconies and patios.

Tip
Repair/maintenance:
It is important to maintain, preserve, and 
repair the original features of the portico.
When it is time to replace a part, it is best to 
replicate it exactly. If not, the part should at 
least fit with the architectural style.
One of the purposes of maintaining these 
particular features is to keep a record of 
local craftsmanship.

Example of portico

Round column

Triangular
pediment

Neo-Georgian-Style House
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Architectural style overview:
In the early 20th century, industrialization no longer affected only industry, but housing as well. Building materials were 
standardized from this point on, and homes were built at a faster pace with a variety of affordable materials. 
Many different vernacular designs were now available in various styles. Made popular in architecture magazines (a medium 
introduced in the mid-19th century), these designs were shown as plans and elevations. Even manufacturers and their 
warranties were displayed.
Different versions of the American Vernacular-Style Cottage are found in Beaconsfield, most of them based on rural 
American cottages and Neo-Gothic architecture. These homes, however, have several features in common, including 
clapboard or wood shingle cladding and a large veranda on the main facade sometimes extending to the lateral facade. 
The two straight slope roof often has a gabled dormer or a gable wall on the front facade. These houses in Beaconsfield 
have undergone many modifications, and it has become difficult to identify the style in its purest form. This is why it has 
been given the name American Vernacular-Style Cottage. Here are some of the style’s common characteristics:
• Square or sometimes L-shaped rectangular massing;
• One or two storeys plus attic space, with second storey sometimes built in attic 

space;
• Roof usually with two straight slopes (steep slope), but could also be a pyramid 

roof;
• Gable wall on front facade;
• Sometimes has a gabled dormer;
• Metal or asphalt shingle roofing;
• Sometimes has front patio or angled patio;
• Hung or casement window (usually double or triple) with simple architrave or 

symmetrical ornamentation;
• Exterior cladding made up of wooden clapboard (horizontal or vertical), wood 

shingles, or sometimes clay brick (small);
• Sometimes ornamented with vertical bricks, angle braces, and moulded posts 

on the veranda.

5. American Vernacular-Style Cottage

15 Lakeshore Dr. 31 Lakeshore Dr.17 Lakeshore Dr.
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How to ensure expansion respects original architectural style

5.1 Expansion

3. Example of lateral extension
Lateral extension

A home may evolve and adapt to the needs of the people living in it. Expansion is often the solution when it comes to the 
adaptability of an interior space. However, when adding an extension, one must consider the aesthetic impacts on the 
outside of the building.
The following section suggests guidelines for preserving and enhancing the building’s original architectural style. The goal 
is to ensure the preservation of the residential neighbourhood’s identity and distinguishing features.

1. Enhance the main massing of the building when adding an extension;

2. Extensions should only be added to lateral or rear facades; avoid any expansion on front facade 
(except verandas/porches);

3. Ensure lateral extension (including a garage) is built with a setback from front facade;

4. Plan for the extension to be smaller than the main massing;

5. Lateral and rear extensions should follow the architectural features of the main massing: roof 
shape and pitch, exterior cladding materials, openings, ornamentation, etc.

6. Ensure rear extension is the least visible possible from the street;

7. Added verandas/solariums/porches must have their own roofs and blend harmoniously with the 
building’s architectural style (see examples on next page).

Garage attached to lateral facade

Rear extension

Example of rear extension

American Vernacular-Style Cottage
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Preserve original roof shape

1. Preserve original shape and pitch; generally medium pitch;

2. Prioritize modifications/extensions on rear slope;

3. Preserve overhanging cornices on main massing, along with their ornamentation;

4. Preserve gabled dormers, as they are an important feature of the architectural style;

5. Preserve conical roofs;

6. Favour the original type of metal cladding; asphalt shingles may be used.

5.2 Roofing
The American Vernacular-Style Cottage may have a variety of roof shapes. Usually, it has a two straight slope roof, most often 
with one or more gabled dormer(s), centred or not on the facade(s). A conical roof on top of a tower is sometimes found.
The following section outlines the criteria that should be considered when building to help preserve the unique quality of 
the roofing.

4. Ideal roofing materials

Metal roofing

Asphalt shingle roofing

1. Common roof designs

Example of common two-sloped roof with centred gabled 
dormer

Medium pitch

Overhanging
cornices

Centred 
gabled dormer

Example of common two-sloped roof with gabled 
dormer on front facade

Medium pitch

Overhanging
cornices

Gable wall

Example of conical
roof

2. Large dormer added to rear

American Vernacular-Style Cottage
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Openings

1. Preserve symmetry, alignment of top frames, dimensions, and architectural 
style of openings;

2. Preserve/add architraves when replacing windows;

3. Favour hung or large-pane casement window, which may feature a transom;

4. Preserve double or triple windows in gable walls;

5. Preserve single or double window in gabled dormers;

6. Preserve rectangular shape (with 2:3 ratio);

7. Opt for muntin bars placed outside window glazing following the original 
style;

8. Opt for wood, though aluminum may be used.

5.3 Architectural Elements

Windows:
Tip
Shutters:
It is important to preserve 
existing shutters. Opt for wood 
when replacing them.

The American Vernacular-Style Cottage was designed as an easy-to-build, affordable home. Its architectural elements are 
part of this simple design.
These features must be preserved and enhanced, as they help define the architectural style. Here is a list of criteria to 
follow in order to preserve the architectural value of the properties.

3. Common casement or hung 
window designs

6-pane window

1. Example of symmetrical opening on front facade

Hung window

4. Number of openings per 
window

Double (two openings) Triple (three openings)

Mullion

Glossaire vocabulaire de l’architecture québécoise
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Exterior cladding: follow original materials
1. Preserve the building’s original materials: wooden clapboard or aluminum, wood shingles, or clay brick (rare in 

Beaconsfield);

2. Aim for a board width of five inches when replacing clapboards, following the original style;

3. Integrate corner boards into side walls when there is clapboard cladding;

4. Avoid vinyl, compressed wood fibre, and other similar cladding materials, as they are harder to maintain and may 
not last as long.

Restoration and maintenance:
Maintaining siding, restoring, and replacing damaged boards will 
significantly increase the lifespan of your exterior cladding. It is best 
to carefully inspect exterior cladding before completely replacing it.

Wood cladding:
Wood adds an authentic touch to your home. Not only is it one of the 
most eco-friendly and sustainable cladding materials, but it is almost 
always locally produced.

Doors:
1. Favour architrave above main entrance;

2. Favour centred door on main facade that follows original placement, sometimes not centred;

3. Favour wooden doors with glazing and no panes in upper part (30% to 70%) and coffered in lower part;

4. Opt for wood, though aluminum may be used.

Main wooden door designs

Common cladding materials

Wood shingles Wooden clapboard Clay brick (small)

Clapboard siding

5” corner board 5” horizontal
clapboard

5” frame around 
window

American Vernacular-Style Cottage
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Balconies/patios/verandas

1. Opt for wood as the material;

2. Avoid PVC, aluminum, or any other synthetic materials;

3. Favour square or turned posts;

4. When there is a balustrade, favour square or turned balusters 
attached to the railing;

5. Opt for simple wooden ornamentation that fits with the 
architectural style (such as angle braces);

6. Preserve veranda, as it is an important architectural feature;

7. Favour veranda of similar size and style to original when 
replacing it;

8. Preserve original materials and style of veranda.

Tip
Repair/maintenance:
It is important to maintain, preserve, and 
repair the original features of the veranda/
balcony/porch.
When it is time to replace a part, it is best to 
replicate it exactly. If not, the part should at 
least fit with the architectural style.
One of the purposes of maintaining these 
particular features is to keep a record of 
local craftsmanship.

Veranda design on front facade

5.3 Architectural Elements (cont’d)

American Vernacular-Style Cottage
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Architectural style overview:
In the early 20th century, industrialization no longer affected only industry, but housing as well. Building materials were 
standardized from this point on, and homes were built at a faster pace with a variety of affordable materials. 
Many different vernacular designs were now available in various styles. Made popular in architecture magazines (a medium 
introduced in the mid-19th century), these designs were shown as plans and elevations. Even manufacturers and their 
warranties were displayed.
The Cubic House, also known as the Four Square, is one of the architectural styles that became popular in Quebec. Created 
in 1891 by Frank Kidder, an architect from Denver, this type of home was built in both rural and urban areas. Its rise in 
popularity can be attributed to its to its spacious interior, with two full storeys under a pyramid or flat roof. Its ornamentation 
comes from different architectural trends, such as Romanticism or Contemporary architecture (Neo-Classical, Queen Anne, 
Arts and Crafts, Prairie Style, etc.).
The Beaconsfield Post-War Cubic House, which appeared at the end of the 20th century, is similar to the original design. 
However, it most often incorporates a pyramid roof (four-sloped) as opposed to a flat roof. Over time, it has moved away 
from wooden clapboard and more toward clay brick and aluminum cladding. The following is a list of features specific to 
the city’s architectural style:
• Spacious square massing with full two storeys plus attic space;
• Usually pyramid roof (four-sloped);
• Dormer sometimes included;
• Metal or asphalt shingle roofing;
• Patio sometimes in front or around side of building;
• Symmetrically-placed hung or casement windows, sometimes with transom;
• Exterior cladding made up of small clay bricks, wooden clapboard, or sometimes 

stucco;  
• Sometimes ornamented with vertical clay bricks above openings, wooden 

architraves and wide cornices with consoles under the eaves.  

6. Post-War Cubic House

71 rue Jasper
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How to ensure expansion respects original architectural style

6.1 Expansion

3. Example of lateral extension
Lateral extension Two-storey extension with setback

including a garage

A home may evolve and adapt to the needs of the people living in it. Expansion is often the solution when it comes to the 
adaptability of an interior space. However, when adding an extension, one must consider the aesthetic impacts on the 
outside of the building.
The following section suggests guidelines for preserving and enhancing the building’s original architectural style. The goal 
is to ensure the preservation of the residential neighbourhood’s identity and distinguishing features.

1. Enhance the main massing of the building when adding an extension;

2. Extensions should only be added to lateral or rear facades; avoid any expansion on front facade 
(except verandas/porches);

3. Ensure lateral extension (including a garage) is built with a setback from front facade;

4. Plan for the extension to be smaller than the main massing;

5. Lateral and rear extensions should follow the architectural features of the main massing: roof 
shape and pitch, exterior cladding materials, openings, ornamentation, etc.;

6. Ensure rear extension is the least visible possible from the street;

7. Added verandas/solariums must have their own roofs and blend harmoniously with the building’s 
architectural style (see examples on next page).

Flat roof garage added to lateral facade Garage attached to lateral facade

Post-War Cubic House
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Rear extension folding around to
lateral facade (rear view)

Rear extension

7. Example of added veranda

6.1 Expansion (cont’d)

Example of rear extension

Rear extension folding around to lateral 
facade (side view)

Post-War Cubic House
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Preserve original roof shape

1. Preserve original shape and pitch, usually low to medium pitch;

2. Preserve overhanging cornices on main massing;

3. Favour a three-slope dormer design centred on the roof when adding 
extension;

4. Opt for multi-pane casement windows for dormers;

5. Favour the original type of metal roofing, Canadian-style, or batten seam; 
asphalt shingles may be used.

6.2 Roofing
The pyramid roof (four-sloped) is an important feature of the Post-War Cubic House. It offers more interior space on the 
second storey, and it has wide overhanging cornices on the main massing. 
The following section outlines the criteria that should be considered when building to help preserve the roof style.

5. Ideal roofing materials

Metal roofing

Asphalt shingle roofing

1. Common roof designs
Low to  
medium pitch

Overhanging
cornices

Tip
Reduce heat islands:
Heat islands can affect the environment and other  
citizens.
Using light-coloured asphalt shingles can help reduce 
negative effects.

Post-War Cubic House
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Openings

1. Preserve symmetry, alignment of top frames, dimensions, and architectural 
style of openings;

2. Preserve/add architraves with moulding or vertical clay brick crowning (if 
exterior cladding is brick) when replacing windows;

3. Favour casement or hung windows, which may include a transom;

4. Preserve projecting windows on ground floor (when applicable);

5. Preserve rectangular shape (with 2:3 ratio);

6. Opt for wood, though aluminum may be used.

6.3 Architectural Elements

Windows:
Tip
Shutters:
It is important to preserve 
existing shutters. Opt for wood 
when replacing them.

The Post-War Cubic House was designed as an easy-to-build, affordable home, and its architectural elements are part of 
this simple design.
These features must be preserved and enhanced as they help define the architectural style. Here is a list of criteria to follow 
in order to preserve the architectural value of the properties.

3. Common window designs

6-pane window

1. Example of symmetrical opening on front facade

Oriel or projecting 
window

Hung window
topped with vertical clay 
bricks

Hung window
with transom

Post-War Cubic House
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Exterior cladding: follow original materials

1. Preserve the building’s original materials: clay brick, aluminum or wooden clapboard, wood shingles, embossed 
sheet metal, stucco, or moulded blocks in the style of cut stone;

2. Aim for a board width of five inches when replacing clapboards, following the original style;

3. Integrate corner boards into side walls when there is clapboard cladding;

4. Avoid vinyl, compressed wood fibre, and other similar cladding materials, as they are harder to maintain and may 
not last as long.

Restoration and maintenance:
Maintaining siding, restoring, and replacing damaged boards will 
significantly increase the lifespan of your exterior cladding. It is best 
to carefully inspect exterior cladding before completely replacing it.

Wood cladding:
Wood adds an authentic touch to your home. Not only is it one of the 
most eco-friendly and sustainable cladding materials, but it is almost 
always locally produced.

Doors:
1. Opt for ornamental cornice or glass transom above main entrance;

2. Favour centred door on main facade;

3. Preserve door on second storey (when applicable);

4. Favour wooden doors with glazing and no panes in upper part (30% to 70%) and coffered in lower part;

5. Opt for wood, though aluminum may be used.

Common cladding materials

Cut stone-style moulded blocks Wooden clapboard Clay brick (small) Stucco

Main wooden door designs

Clapboard siding

5” corner board 5” horizontal
clapboard

5” frame around 
window

Post-War Cubic House
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Balconies/patios

1. Opt for wood as the material;

2. Avoid PVC, aluminum, or any other synthetic materials;

3. Opt for square, chamfered, or turned posts; 

4. When there is a balustrade, favour square or turned balusters 
attached to the railing;

5. Use wooden ornamentation that follows the architectural style 
(such as angle braces).

Tip
Repair/maintenance:
It is important to maintain, preserve, and 
repair the original features of the veranda/
balcony.
When it is time to replace a part, it is best to 
replicate it exactly. If not, the part should at 
least fit with the architectural style.
One of the purposes of maintaining these 
particular features is to keep a record of 
local craftsmanship.

6.3 Architectural Elements (cont’d)

Post-War Cubic House



7. North American Prairie-Style 
Bungalow
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Architectural style overview:
The bungalow design is originally from India, and the term refers to a low, single-storey house surrounded by a veranda. 
The house was adopted and popularized by early 20th century Californian architects, giving rise to the North American 
bungalow, which spread rapidly in suburbs throughout the U.S. and Canada. A variety of designs appeared in architectural 
magazines, many of which were published in the Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation (CMHC) catalogues. The 
design focuses on comfortable interior space, attracting small families looking for low-cost housing.
The bungalow shares similarities with the Prairie style, as well as with the Arts and Crafts movement. It is in some sense an 
adaptation of the Prairie house with one or one and a half storeys with a two-sloped roof.  
The style comes in several designs, with either a square or rectangular massing and a two-sloped or four-sloped roof. 
Exterior cladding can be made up of clay brick, natural stone, aluminum or wooden clapboard, etc. It is difficult to identify 
a single design in general, but here is a list of the style’s common features:
• Rectangular or square massing;
• Usually two straight slope or four straight slope roof, sometimes side-by-side pyramid 

roofs;
• Low-slope roof, sometimes with dormer and large triangular pediment;
• Cornice overhanging facades (especially in Prairie-style design);
• Chimney, centred or attached to facade;
• Asphalt shingle or sometimes metal roofing;
• Sometimes includes porch or veranda;
• Hung or casement window (usually double or triple);
• Various exterior cladding materials: clay brick (small), stucco, natural stone, aluminum 

or wooden clapboard (horizontal or vertical), and wood shingles;
• No ornamentation.

7. North American Prairie-Style Bungalow

57 avenue Kirkwood 66 avenue Kirkwood
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How to ensure expansion respects original architectural style

7.1 Expansion

3. Example of lateral extension
Lateral extension Garage added to lateral facade

A home may evolve and adapt to the needs of the people living in it. Expansion is often the solution when it comes to the 
adaptability of an interior space. However, when adding an extension, one must consider the aesthetic impacts on the 
outside of the building.
The following section suggests guidelines for preserving and enhancing the building’s original architectural style. The goal 
is to ensure the preservation of the residential neighbourhood’s identity and distinguishing features.

1. Enhance the main massing of the building when adding an extension;

2. Extensions should only be added to lateral or rear facades; avoid any expansion on front facade 
(except for veranda/porch);

3. Ensure lateral extension (including a garage) includes setback from front facade of building;

4. Plan for the extension to be smaller than the main massing;

5. Lateral and rear extensions should follow the architectural features of the main massing: roof 
shape and pitch, exterior cladding materials, openings, etc.

6. Ensure rear extension is the least visible possible from the street;

7. Added verandas/porches should harmonize with original bungalow design; may be integrated 
into roof or not. 

North American Prairie-Style 
Bungalow
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7.1 Expansion (cont’d)

Example of rear extension
Two-sloped rear extension (rear view) Three-sloped rear extension (rear view)

Rear extension (front view)

Example of added second storey
Added half-storey Added second storey

North American Prairie-Style 
Bungalow
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Preserve original roof shape

1. Preserve original shape and pitch, usually low to medium pitch;

2. Preserve overhanging cornices;

3. Preserve dormers and large triangular pediments; they are an important 
feature in some designs;

4. Favour the original type of asphalt shingle or metal roofing.

7.2 Roofing
The North American Bungalow can have different roof shapes, but normally, it has a straight two-sloped or four-sloped roof. 
Some designs feature a front slope extending over a veranda. The roof may also include a dormer or a large triangular 
pediment. Any roof modifications must take the original bungalow design into consideration. 
The following section outlines the criteria that should be considered when building on more common bungalow designs to 
help preserve the roof style.

4. Ideal roofing materials

Asphalt shingle roofing

Example of common four-sloped roof (pyramid)

Low or medium 
pitch

Overhanging 
cornices

Common roof designs

Example of common Prairie-Style two-sloped roof 

Low or medium
pitch

Overhanging
cornices

Roof extension 
covering veranda

Example of common four-sloped roof (pyramid) with 
large triangular pediment

Overhanging
cornices

Low or medium
pitch

Large triangular
pediment

North American Prairie-Style 
Bungalow
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Openings

1. Preserve original composition of building’s openings, whether symmetrical or 
asymmetrical;

2. Favour hung or multi-pane casement windows, which may feature a transom;

3. Preserve double or triple windows;

4. Preserve rectangular shape (with 2:3 ratio);

5. Opt for muntin bars placed outside window glazing that fit with the original 
design.

7.3 Architectural Elements

Windows:

The Beaconsfield North American Bungalow is not known for its ornamentation. The industrialization of housing instead 
promotes moderate use of architectural features; the goal is to make the building accessible to families by limiting the use 
of complex factory-built parts. 
For this reason, the design is minimal, focusing more on shape than on detail. The North American Bungalow still has its own 
distinguishing features, which must be preserved and enhanced.  The following is a list of criteria that should be applied.

3. Number of openings per 
window

Double (two openings) Triple (three openings)

Mullion

Glossaire vocabulaire de l’architecture québécoise

2. Common casement or hung 
window designs

6-pane window Hung window Hung window
with transom

North American Prairie-Style 
Bungalow
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Exterior cladding: follow original materials
1. Preserve original materials of bungalow design: wooden or aluminum clapboard (horizontal or vertical), clay brick 

(small), natural stone, or stucco;

2. Aim for a board width of five inches when replacing clapboards, following the original style;

3. Integrate corner boards on lateral x corners when there is clapboard siding;

4. Avoid vinyl, compressed wood fibre, and other similar cladding materials, as they are harder to maintain and may 
not last as long.

Restoration and maintenance:
Maintaining siding, restoring, and replacing damaged boards will 
significantly increase the lifespan of your exterior cladding. It is best 
to carefully inspect exterior cladding before completely replacing it.

Wood cladding:
Wood adds an authentic touch to your home. Not only is it one of the 
most eco-friendly and sustainable cladding materials, but it is almost 
always locally produced.

Common cladding materials

Natural stone Wooden clapboard or
aluminium

Clay brick (small)Stucco

Clapboard siding

5” corner board 5” horizontal
clapboard

5” frame around
window

North American Prairie-Style 
Bungalow
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Balconies/patios/verandas

1. Opt for wood as the material;

2. Avoid PVC, aluminum, or any other synthetic materials;

3. Favour square or turned posts;

4. When there is a balustrade, favour square or turned balusters 
attached to the railing;

5. Preserve veranda, as it is an important architectural feature;

6. Opt for a veranda similar in size and style to the original when 
replacing; 

7. Preserve original materials and style.

Tip
Repair/maintenance:
It is important to maintain, preserve, and 
repair the original features of the veranda/
balcony/patio.
When it is time to replace a part, it is best to 
replicate it exactly. If not, the part should at 
least fit with the architectural style.
One of the purposes of maintaining these 
particular features is to keep a record of 
local craftsmanship.

Common veranda design on front facade

7.3 Architectural Elements (cont’d)

North American Prairie-Style 
Bungalow
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Architectural style overview:
Between 1956 and 1961, the City of Beaconsfield was rapidly expanding, doubling its population. This is largely due to the 
arrival of the aqueduct and sewer system, as well as the subdivision of large properties (farms) by developers. 
The 60s-70s Split-level House first appeared circa 1963. These house designs followed new building standards and spread 
in popularity through architecture catalogues. Developers finally took the plans and built many of these homes.
Sometimes made up of clay brick or natural stone combined with aluminum clapboard, these houses made of industrial 
material tend to appeal to families. They most often have a garage attached to the main two-storey massing. The following 
is a list of features specific to the city’s architectural style:

• Rectangular massing;
• Two-sloped roof with low pitch;
• Sometimes features porch or veranda with its own roof or covered by first-storey 

roof;
• Hung or casement window (usually double or triple);
• Most often features an oriel (bay window);
• Single or double garage attached to main massing and placed on one storey;
• Exterior cladding made up of clay brick (small) or natural stone combined with 

aluminum clapboard (wide);
• Very little ornamentation.

8. 60s-70s Split-level House

44 avenue Hansen
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How to ensure expansion respects original architectural style

8.1 Expansion

3. Example of lateral extension
Extension above garage Half-addition above garage

A home may evolve and adapt to the needs of the people living in it. Expansion is often the solution when it comes to the 
adaptability of an interior space. However, when adding an extension, one must consider the aesthetic impacts on the 
outside of the building.
The following section suggests guidelines for preserving and enhancing the building’s original architectural style. The goal 
is to ensure the preservation of the residential neighbourhood’s identity and distinguishing features.

1. Enhance the main massing of the building when adding an extension;

2. Extensions should only be added to lateral or rear facades; avoid any expansion on front facade 
(except veranda/porch);

3. Ensure lateral extension above garage includes slight setback from front facade of building;

4. Plan for the extension to be smaller than the main massing;

5. Lateral and rear extensions should follow the architectural features of the main massing: roof 
shape and pitch, exterior cladding materials, openings, etc.;

6. Ensure rear extension is the least visible possible from the street;

7. Added verandas/porches must harmonize with the original bungalow design, they may be 
integrated into the first-storey roof or built separately.

Addition with setback above garage Garage added to lateral facade

60s-70s Split-level House
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8.1 Expansion (cont’d)

Example of rear extension 7. Added front balcony covered by garage 
roof extension

Preserve original roof shape

1. Preserve original shape and pitch; usually low pitch;

2. Preserve overhanging cornices;

3. Favour asphalt shingle roofing.

1.2 Roofing
The 60s-70s Split-level House roof is made up of two straight, shallow slopes. The shape of this roof is consistent, with little 
variation found throughout Beaconsfield.
The following section outlines the criteria that should be considered when building to help preserve the roof style.

3. Ideal roofing materials

Asphalt shingle roofing

Tip
Reduce heat islands:
Heat islands can affect the environment and 
other citizens.
Using light-coloured asphalt shingles can help 
reduce negative effects.

Tip
Integrating solar panels:
Solar panels have become more common 
in Beaconsfield.
It is important to choose the correct 
placement that harmonizes with the 
architectural style of the house. Panels 
must be the least visible possible from 
the street and placed on the rear slope 
of the roof.1.  Common roof designs

Low pitch

Overhanging
cornices

Roof extension 
covering veranda

60s-70s Split-level House
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Openings

1. Preserve symmetry, alignment of top frames, and architectural style of openings;

2. Favour hung or multi-pane casement windows;

3. Preserve double or triple windows;

4. Preserve oriels (bay windows), as they reflect the architectural style;

5. Preserve rectangular shape (with 2:3 ratio);

8.3 Architectural Elements

Windows:

The Beaconsfield 60s-70s Split-level House is not known for its ornamentation. The rapid development during that time 
instead promoted moderate use of architectural features. The goal is to make the building accessible to families by limiting 
the complexity of factory-built parts.
The architectural style is minimal, and the design focuses more on shape than on details. The 60s-70s Split-level House still 
has its own distinguishing features, which must be preserved and enhanced.  The following is a list of criteria that should 
be applied.

3. Number of openings per
window

Double (two openings) Triple (three openings)

Mullion

Glossaire vocabulaire de l’architecture québécoise

Tip
Shutters:
It is important to preserve existing 
shutters. Opt for wood when 
replacing them.

2. Common window designs

6-pane window Hung window Oriel or bay 
window

1. Example of symmetrical opening on front
facade

60s-70s Split-level House
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8.3 Architectural Elements (cont’d)

Exterior cladding: follow original materials
1. Preserve original materials: aluminum clapboard (horizontal), clay brick, and natural stone;

2. Aim for a board width of five inches when replacing clapboards, following the original style;

3. Integrate corner boards into side walls when there is clapboard cladding;

4. Avoid vinyl, artificial stone, compressed wood fibre, and other similar cladding materials, as they are harder to 
maintain and may not last as long.

Restoration and maintenance:
Maintaining siding, restoring, and replacing damaged aluminum 
boards will significantly increase the lifespan of your exterior 
cladding. It is best to carefully inspect exterior cladding before 
completely replacing it.

Common cladding materials

Natural stone Aluminum clapboard Clay brick (small)

Balconies/patios/verandas

1. Opt for wood or aluminum as the material;

2. Opt for square posts;

3. Preserve veranda when applicable, as it is an important architectural 
feature;

4. Opt for veranda similar in size and style to original when replacing;

5. Preserve original materials and style.

Tip
Repair/maintenance:
It is important to maintain, 
preserve, and repair the original 
features of the veranda/ balcony.
When it is time to replace a part, it 
is best to replicate it exactly. If not, 
the part should at least fit with the 
architectural style.
One of the purposes of maintaining 
these particular features is to keep 
a record of local craftsmanship.

Common veranda design on front 
facade

Clapboard siding

5” corner board 5” horizontal
clapbaord

5” frame around
window

60s-70s Split-level House
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1. Opt for wooden, rather than aluminum, garage doors;

2. Harmonize garage doors with openings of building: symmetry, 
colour, alignment, style, mouldings, entablature, etc.;

3. Opt for two single garage doors rather than double door; 

4. Preserve harmonious proportions, avoiding extra width;

5. Include setback from front facade.

Examples of garage doors able to blend harmoniously with building’s architectural style

Design 1 Design 2

Design 3 Design 4

Garage Doors:
Although garage doors are not an 
original feature for many architectural 
styles, residents’ needs have changed. 
It is important to pay attention to how 
they are integrated.

9. Garage Doors

Garage Doors

Garaga Inc. 

Le Groupe Servi-Portes
Garaga Inc. 

Marcin Leszczuk/iStock/Getty Images
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10. Glossary

Angle brace: Ornamental wood piece connecting posts to veranda roof; 

Architrave: Frame surrounding door or window, usually with moulding; 

Attic: Upper part of building directly beneath the roof;

Break: Lower slope with steep pitch on mansard roof;

Casement window: Window with hinges on a vertical axis.

Console: Usually curved feature that helps secure two perpendicular parts. (See image, p.3)

Corner board: Vertical piece placed at the corner of two walls against which the ends of the siding are 
finished. Prevents air and water infiltration and serves a decorative function.

Deck: Upper slope with low pitch on mansard roof.

Dentil: Moulded block underneath the cornice. (See image p.3)

Half-hip roof: Roof made up of four slopes, similar to pyramid roof, except its triangular panels do not reach 
the gable wall of the building and only cover a part of it.

Half-timbering: Construction method in which timber frame panels are filled in with masonry. Plaster is 
sometimes applied as protection on the exterior. Bricks are sometimes used to fill the space between 
timbers.

Hung window: Window with two panels that slide vertically using grooves in the frame.

Lean-to roof: Single-slop roof adjoining a wall. (See image, p.3)

Oriel/bay window: One or several windows projecting from an exterior wall. Can be rectangular or 
trapezoid-shaped and cover one or several storeys.

Porch: Covered space in front of the entrance of a building.

Portico: Covered structure at the entrance of a building with more or less elaborate ornamentation.

Shutter: Single or double panel attached to inside of window to cover or protect it.

Transom: Small opening above window or door with fixed or movable sash;

Glossary
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